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How can latent trajectories of back pain be
translated into defined subgroups?
Alice Kongsted1,2* , Lise Hestbæk1,2 and Peter Kent2,3
Abstract
Background: Similar types of trajectory patterns have been identified by Latent Class Analyses (LCA) across
multiple low back pain (LBP) cohorts, but these patterns are impractical to apply to new cohorts or individual
patients. It would be useful to be able to identify trajectory subgroups from descriptive definitions, as a way to
apply the same definitions of mutually exclusive subgroups across populations. In this study, we investigated if the
course trajectories of two LBP cohorts fitted with previously suggested trajectory subgroup definitions, how
distinctly different these subgroups were, and if the subgroup definitions matched with LCA-derived patterns.
Methods: Weekly measures of LBP intensity and frequency during 1 year were available from two clinical cohorts.
We applied definitions of 16 possible trajectory subgroups to these observations and calculated the prevalence of
the subgroups. The probability of belonging to each of eight LCA-derived patterns was determined within each
subgroup. LBP intensity and frequency were described within subgroups and the subgroups of ‘fluctuating’ and
‘episodic’ LBP were compared on clinical characteristics.
Results: All of 1077 observed trajectories fitted with the defined subgroups. ‘Severe episodic LBP’ was the most
frequent pattern in both cohorts and ‘ongoing LBP’ was almost non-existing. There was a clear relationship
between the defined trajectory subgroups and LCA-derived trajectory patterns, as in most subgroups, all patients
had high probabilities of belonging to only one or two of the LCA patterns. The characteristics of the six defined
subgroups with minor LBP were very similar. ‘Fluctuating LBP’ subgroups were significantly more distressed, had
more intense leg pain, higher levels of activity limitation, and more negative expectations about future LBP than
‘episodic LBP’ subgroups.
Conclusion: Previously suggested definitions of LBP trajectory subgroups could be readily applied to patients’
observed data resulting in subgroups that matched well with LCA-derived trajectory patterns. We suggest that the
number of trajectory subgroups can be reduced by merging some subgroups with minor LBP. Stable levels of LBP
were almost not observed and we suggest that minor fluctuations in pain intensity might be conceptualised as
‘ongoing LBP’. Lastly, we found clear support for distinguishing between fluctuating and episodic LBP.
Keywords: Classification, Low back pain, Subgroups, Trajectory
Background
The outcome trajectories of individuals with low back
pain (LBP) show diverse patterns, and data-driven
analyses have demonstrated that distinct trajectory
subgroups exist that not only differ in pain severity but
also in their course pattern [1–7]. People with different
LBP trajectories also differ on a number of other charac-
teristics and so subgrouping LBP by course trajectories
may be helpful as a way to define relatively homogenous
phenotypes of ‘non-specific’ LBP [8]. Therefore, there
is interest in whether these phenotypes might facili-
tate better prognostic estimates and more targeted
treatment [9, 10].
The data-driven subgrouping of LBP course patterns,
which has been primarily conducted using Latent Class
Analyses (LCA), has identified broadly similar types of
trajectory patterns across multiple LBP cohorts [8].
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However, different terminology has been used to de-
scribe these patterns, and the ‘latent’ patterns identified
by LCA are difficult to directly compare for a number of
reasons. One reason is that in LCA, people are not
grouped into mutually exclusive groups but instead have
a certain probability of belonging to each latent class
(albeit they often have a relatively high probability of be-
longing to only one latent class). Furthermore, the spe-
cific trajectory patterns identified can depend on the
type of data informing the analyses (e.g. categorical
versus continuous variables), the frequency of data
collection, and the size and composition of the study
sample [11, 12]. Also, latent classes are impractical for
clinical situations because the statistical parameters from
the LCA model would be needed for application of the
derived patterns to individual new patients.
Therefore, it would clearly be useful to be able to iden-
tify trajectory subgroups from descriptive definitions that
could be easily applied to independent datasets or individ-
ual new patients as a way to apply the same definitions of
mutually exclusive subgroups across populations. For ex-
ample, we would need standardised definitions if we were
to determine if certain trajectory patterns are more
frequent in some populations than others or following
particular treatments. Also, it would be very useful to op-
erationally define specific and clearly described trajectory
subgroups as a means to facilitating investigations into
whether trajectory patterns are clinically useful indicators
of relatively homogenous LBP phenotypes.
We participated in a collaborative group that suggested
standardising definitions for labelling LCA-derived trajec-
tory patterns in order to provide a common terminology
and promote consistency within this research field [8].
These were consensus-based suggestions that captured
the general features of LBP trajectory patterns that had
been identified across different settings and different
methods. The suggested labels described LBP trajectories
in terms of pain intensity, pain variation over time, and
the early change patterns after initiating care (Table 1).
Although these definitions were primarily intended to
facilitate a common terminology, it would be very useful
if they could also be used to descriptively classify people
into pre-defined trajectory subgroups in new data with-
out the need to perform LCA. However, two practical
requirements of such a process would be that most peo-
ple’s observed trajectories would fit into the trajectory
definitions when those definitions were applied to new
LBP data, and that there was a good classification match
between the trajectory patterns identified by LCA and
the trajectory definitions. Currently, it is unknown to
what extent either is true.
This study was an initial step in establishing useful
definitions of trajectory subgroups. By applying the sug-
gested trajectory subgroup definitions to two clinical
LBP datasets the objectives of this study were to deter-
mine: (1) the prevalence of observed LBP trajectories
that fitted into these subgroup definitions, (2) how indi-
viduals’ classification into defined trajectory subgroups
matched their membership of previously identified LCA-
derived trajectory patterns, and (3) how distinctly differ-
ent the defined subgroups were. On the basis of these
results, we then make suggestions about how the trajec-
tory subgroup definitions could be refined.
Methods
This study is a secondary analysis of data from an obser-
vational cohort study that consisted of a sample from
general practice and a sample from chiropractic practice.
Descriptions of the samples and results from other
studies of this cohort have been published [4, 13–15].
Patients were included when seeking care for LBP and
were followed weekly for 1 year after inclusion.
In the current study, weekly measures of pain intensity
were used to subgroup patients in these samples into
trajectory subgroups using previously reported defini-
tions that were based on trajectory patterns observed
across a number of studies (hereafter referred to as ‘de-
fined trajectory subgroups’) [8]. This subgrouping was
compared to patients’ membership in eight LCA-derived
trajectory patterns that had been previously identified
within this sample (hereafter called ‘LCA-derived trajec-
tory patterns’) [4] (Fig. 1).
Participants
Participants were people 18–65 years of age seeking care
from general practitioners or chiropractors for non-
specific LBP, with or without accompanying leg pain. An
exclusion criterion for patients seeking chiropractic care
was if they had received treatment for LBP within
3 months prior to the index consultation. The patients
received care as usual in these settings and this care was
unaffected by inclusion in the study.
A total of 947 chiropractic patients were recruited from
17 chiropractic clinics in the research network of the Nor-
dic Institute for Chiropractic and Clinical Biomechanics
between September 2010 and January 2012. From general
practice, 251 patients were recruited during a 10-week
period during 2011 from 88 general practitioners who
were part of a quality development initiative by the Audit
Project Odense. During the remainder of 2011 after the
audit period, an additional 73 patients were recruited from
the 12 general practitioners who had recruited most pa-
tients during the audit and 18 other general practitioners
known to have an interest in LBP.
Variables
Descriptive baseline characteristics obtained from patient-
completed questionnaires included: number of previous
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Table 1 Descriptions of the defined trajectory subgroups
Principal dimensions of trajectory
subgroups
Terminology for labelling Suggested definition
INTENSITY
Mean scores 0–10 Numerical Rating Scale
Severe pain 6–10
Moderate pain 4–5
Mild pain 2–3
Minor pain/Recoverya 0–1
VARIATION
Ongoing pain An individual’s pain intensity stays within mean +/− 1-point (0–10 NRS)
Pain reported >4 days per week
Fluctuating pain Variation in pain intensity exceeds 2 points*, without periods of no
pain (0) lasting ≥1 month [21]
Episodic pain Experiencing more than one period of pain over 1 year separated
by periods with no pain (0) lasting ≥1 month
Single episode Experiencing one episode lasting ≤ 2 weeks within 1 year
Change pattern (likely to be most relevant for clinical populations)
Rapidly improving pain Marked decrease in pain intensity within 1 month
Gradually improving pain Marked decrease in pain intensity occurring gradually over more
than 1 month
Progressing pain An overall pattern of increasing pain intensity
aOur interpretation of the definition of fluctuations was that the difference between minimum and maximum pain intensity exceeded 2 points
From Kongsted A, Kent P, Axen I, Downie AS, Dunn KM. What have we learned from ten years of trajectory research in low back pain? BMC Musculoskelet Disord
2016; 17: 220
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episodes (0, 1–2, 3 or more), duration of current
episode (0–2 weeks, 2–4 weeks, 1–3 months,
>3 months), typical LBP and leg pain intensity the
preceding week on a 0–10 Numeric Rating Scale
(0 = no pain; 10 = worst imaginable pain), and dis-
tress measured by the Major Depression Inventory
(0 = no depressive symptoms; 50 = maximum de-
pressive symptoms) [16].
The course of LBP was captured through questions
sent weekly by an automated SMS service to partici-
pants’ mobile phones over a 12-month period. The
questions asked were “How many days did you have
low back pain during the last week? (report a number
between 0 and 7)” and “How intense was the pain
typically on a scale from 0 to 10?” (where 0 = no
pain). In this study, we excluded responses from the
first 9 weeks of healthcare when pain improved rap-
idly because we wanted to initially explore the match
of the observed data to trajectory definitions of LBP
within periods of relatively stable clinical course ra-
ther than focusing on the clinical course that closely
followed the initiation of treatment (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Mean LBP intensity in eight previously identified latent LBP trajectory patterns. In order to initially describe general patterns of LBP in
relatively stable trajectory periods, the measures from the first 9 weeks after initiating treatment (grey area) were not included in this study. Bars
indicate +½ standard deviation, which were used to enhance the readability by avoiding overlap of graphs
Fig. 1 Outline of the study design
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Activity limitation at baseline and 3 months later was
measured by the Roland Morris Disability Questionnaire
(recalculated as proportional scores 0 = no limitation;
100 = maximum disability) [17, 18] .
Patients’ expectations of future LBP were obtained
12 months after baseline using a novel and un-validated
question that sought to evaluate patients’ perceptions of
the nature of their condition. The participants were
asked which of seven LBP scenarios they thought most
likely to occur within the next 5 years. The listed scenar-
ios were: no LBP, episodic mild LBP, rather constant mild
LBP, episodic LBP of varying intensity, rather constant
LBP of varying intensity, episodic severe LBP, or rather
constant severe LBP.
Defined LBP trajectory subgroups
The definitions of trajectory subgroups were a descrip-
tive combination of pain intensity (minor/recovery, mild,
moderate or severe) and pain variation (ongoing, fluctu-
ating, episodic or single episode) [8]. Episodic LBP was
defined as pain reoccurring after a pain-free period of at
least 4 weeks based on previously suggested definitions
from literature reviews and a modified Delphi process
[19, 20]. For clinical populations, the option of describ-
ing the initial change pattern (rapidly improving pain,
gradually improving pain or progressing pain) was also
included in the published subgroup definitions (Table 1).
However, in this initial explorative study, we did not
include the initial change patterns because we wanted to
firstly investigate the potential usefulness of the sub-
group definitions in their simplest form.
LCA-derived LBP trajectory patterns
In a previous study, we performed LCA using weekly
measures of LBP intensity and frequency as input to
identify characteristic LBP trajectory patterns [4]. We
applied 12 different LCA models resulting in slightly dif-
ferent trajectory patterns. For the purpose of the current
study, we compared the defined trajectory subgroups to
a LCA model that had resulted in eight latent trajectory
patterns labelled recovery, late recovery, slow improve-
ment, mild episodic, improvement with relapse, moderate
ongoing daily, moderate ongoing non-daily, and severe
ongoing (Fig. 2). Because we did not include data from
the first 9 weeks, we considered recovery and late recov-
ery to be one trajectory pattern. The 8-class model was
chosen as a balance between the simplest 5-class model
and the most complex 12-class model. The certainty of
classifying each individual into these eight trajectory
patterns was high (the proportion classified with <0.50
posterior probability of class membership was 0.1%,
average posterior probability 0.99).
Data analyses
Missing values on the weekly pain intensity measures
were handled in three steps: (1) missing responses in
week 10 (the first week included) were replaced by the
equivalent values in week 11 if they were not missing,
and similarly, missing responses in week 52 were re-
placed by the values reported in week 51, (2) one-week
and two-week gaps between weeks, where the same pain
intensity was reported, were replaced with that same
value; (3) participants who after steps 1 and 2 had less
than 20 complete responses out of 43 were dropped.
Missing values that were still present after these proce-
dures were deemed acceptable.
When classifying participants into defined trajectory
subgroups, the definitions were operationalised as
described in Table 2. These definitions were used for
generating a subgrouping variable that allowed us to
automatically allocate people to the defined subgroups
based on their weekly NRS scores of pain intensity and
weekly measures of number of days with LBP. For ex-
ample, this subgrouping variable would equal ‘severe on-
going LBP’ if mean LBP intensity across 43 NRS scores
was at least 6, the pain intensity did not exceed +/− 1
point from the mean in any week, and for all weeks the
frequency was above 4 days per week. Fluctuations were
operationalised as pain intensities deviating more than 1
point from either side of the mean, which corresponds
to total variations of 2 points. This classification into de-
fined subgroups was performed independently of the
previous LCA analysis. The prevalence of people who
matched these subgroups within the general practice
and the chiropractic cohorts was determined as well as
the frequency of non-classification. To describe the ex-
tent to which LBP differed across subgroups, the mean
LBP intensity and mean number of pain days in weeks
when any pain was reported was calculated for each sub-
group. This was simply descriptive and no statistical
testing of differences was performed.
To compare the defined trajectory subgroups to the
LCA-derived trajectory patterns, the average posterior
probability of belonging to each of the LCA-derived tra-
jectory patterns was calculated for the people who had
been classified within each of the defined trajectory sub-
groups. The posterior probabilities were obtained from
the pre-existing LCA analysis.
To explore the characteristics of observed fluctuations
in patients’ pain, we described the proportion of people
with any fluctuations (defined as pain intensity deviating
more than 1 point from their mean), the number of
weeks with a fluctuation, and the size of the observed
fluctuations. To describe episodic patterns of pain, we
looked at the number and duration of completely pain-
free periods. In addition, to explore if there was empir-
ical support in our data for the threshold of a pain-free
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period of 4 weeks (a recommended threshold defining a
break between episodes [19, 20]) being different to pain-
free weeks of shorter or longer duration, we described
the pain intensity and number of days with LBP that oc-
curred in the first week after pain-free breaks of different
durations. We speculated that if there was more in-
tense pain in the week after four or more weeks with-
out pain, as compared to after shorter pain-free
periods, this would provide some empirical support
that this threshold of pain-free periods could be a
particularly useful hallmark in defining a break before
a new episode of LBP.
As fluctuating LBP and episodic LBP have been identi-
fied as two different trajectory patterns, we were inter-
ested in determining if these trajectories actually appeared
to be distinctly different subgroups. For that purpose, we
compared the clinical characteristics (distress, leg pain, ac-
tivity limitation and patients’ expectations of future LBP)
between people who had been classified in the fluctuating
and episodic patterns, stratified by pain intensity levels
(severe, moderate, mild, minor). In a sensitivity analysis,
we repeated this comparison after changing the definition
of ‘episodic’ from requiring 4 weeks or more without pain
to 2 weeks or more without pain.
All analyses were performed in STATA 14.2 (StataCorp
LP, Texas, USA).
Results
Baseline data were available from 1240 patients (302
from general practice, 938 from chiropractic practice).
From both settings, 13% were excluded due to less than
20 responses out of 43 possible follow-up measurement
Table 2 Operational definitions used for the previously defined trajectory subgroups
Subgroup label Intensity Variation
Severe ongoing pain Mean intensity > = 6 Intensity stays within +/− 1 of mean value
>4 days with LBP per week
Moderate ongoing pain Mean intensity > = 4 and <6 Intensity stays within +/− 1 of mean value
>4 days with LBP per week
Mild ongoing pain Mean intensity > = 2 and <4 Intensity stays within +/− 1 of mean value
>4 days with LBP per week
Minor ongoing pain/ recovery Mean intensity <2 Stays within +/− 1 of mean value AND
- no pain-free 4-weeks periods or
- always pain = 0
Severe fluctuating pain Mean intensity > = 6 Difference between mean and minimum or maximum value exceeds 1
No pain-free 4-weeks periods
Moderate fluctuating pain Mean intensity > = 4 and <6 Difference between mean and minimum or maximum value exceeds 1
No pain-free 4-weeks periods
Mild fluctuating pain Mean intensity > = 2 and <4 Difference between mean and minimum or maximum value exceeds 1
No pain-free 4-weeks periods
Minor fluctuating pain Mean intensity <2 Difference between mean and minimum or maximum value exceeds 1
No pain-free 4-weeks periods
Severe episodic pain Max intensity > = 6 Pain-free periods of min. 4 weeks in a row between weeks with pain. Four
weeks or more without pain in the beginning or end of the course does
not indicate a new episode.
Moderate episodic pain Max intensity > = 4 and <6 Pain-free periods of min. 4 weeks in a row between weeks with pain. Four
weeks or more without pain in the beginning or end of the course does
not indicate a new episode.
Mild episodic pain Max intensity > = 2 and <4 Pain-free periods of min. 4 weeks in a row between weeks with pain. Four
weeks or more without pain in the beginning or end of the course does
not indicate a new episode.
Minor episodic pain Max intensity <2 Pain-free periods of min. 4 weeks in a row, but not always pain = 0. Four
weeks or more without pain in the beginning or end of the course does
not indicate a new episode.
Severe single episode Max intensity > = 6 One episode lasting 1–2 weeks (which are not the first or the last week of
measurement)
Moderate single episode Max intensity > = 4 and <6 One episode lasting 1–2 weeks (which are not the first or the last week of
measurement)
Mild single episode Max intensity > = 2 and <4 One episode lasting 1–2 weeks (which are not the first or the last week of
measurement)
Minor single episode Max intensity <2 One episode lasting 1–2 weeks (which are not the first or the last week of
measurement)
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points, leaving a study cohort of 1077 participants. The
baseline characteristics of the study cohort and of those
excluded due to missing responses are summarised in
Table 3.
Match of data to the defined LBP trajectory subgroups
All of the cohort could be classified into one of the pre-
defined subgroups. An example of an individual trajectory
purposefully selected to represent typical trajectories from
each subgroup is provided in Fig. 3.
The most common patterns were those described as
episodic, with ‘severe episodic LBP’ being the most fre-
quent pattern in both settings (24% and 28%) (Table 4).
Within this subgroup, the total number of pain days dur-
ing 43 weeks ranged from two to 253 days. Following the
‘episodic LBP’ subgroups, the ‘fluctuating LBP’ subgroups
were the second most frequent. In general, severe or mod-
erate pain intensities were mostly observed in episodic
pain subgroups, mild pain was mostly observed in fluctu-
ating or episodic subgroups, and minor pain tended to
present as a stable pattern. Except for the ‘minor ongoing
LBP/recovered’ subgroup (16% and 8% in the two set-
tings), the ongoing (stable) subgroups were almost non-
existent in this cohort (0.1% to 1% of the samples).
The ‘minor ongoing/recovered subgroup’, ‘minor epi-
sodic subgroup’ and four subgroups of minor to severe
‘single episodes’ were quite similar with very few LBP
days and high probabilities of belonging to LCA patterns
of recovery (Table 4). These could be reconceptualised
as being one broad subgroup of minor LBP. Also, ‘mild
fluctuating LBP’ and ‘moderate fluctuating LBP’ had
quite similar profiles and distinguishing between these
subgroups may be irrelevant for some purposes.
Comparison between classification using the defined
trajectory subgroups and using the LCA-derived
trajectory patterns
There was a clear relationship between the defined
trajectory subgroups and most of the LCA-derived
trajectory patterns. This is reflected in the probabilities
of people within each of the defined trajectory sub-
groups belonging to particular LCA-derived trajectory
patterns, showing that in most subgroups, people were
very likely to belong to one or two of the eight LCA pat-
terns (Table 4). For example, people in the subgroups
‘minor ongoing’, ‘minor episodic’, ‘mild single episode’,
and ‘minor single episode’ had high probabilities
(ranging from 0.75 to 1.00) of belonging to the recovered
trajectory patterns.
For the ‘minor fluctuating LBP’ subgroup and the sub-
groups with mild to severe ‘episodic LBP’, the relation-
ship to the LCA-derived trajectory patterns was less
clear. This appeared to be caused by the subgroup defi-
nitions not being designed to differentiate improvement
with relapse (a pattern identified by LCA) from episodic
or fluctuating pain, and also not differentiating between
daily and non-daily pain. The apparent mismatch that
people in the ‘severe episodic LBP subgroup’ were likely
to be in a trajectory pattern of mild episodic pain was
due to the subgroup definition being based on the sever-
ity within the worst week, whereas the trajectory pattern
was labelled according to the average course being mild.
The ‘severe ongoing LBP subgroup’ had a very low preva-
lence in these samples and people classified as having the
severe ongoing LCA-derived trajectory pattern were classi-
fied into the ‘severe fluctuating LBP subgroup’. This was
caused by the defined trajectory subgroups being named
Table 3 Baseline characteristics of the sample
General practice sample (n = 263) Chiropractic sample (n = 814) Excluded (n = 163)
Female (%) 57% 45% 47%
Age, mean (sd) 45 (11) 43 (11) 44 (13)
Episode duration (%)
0–2 weeks 39% 63% 55%
2–4 weeks 14% 14% 11%
1–3 months 16% 11% 11%
> 3 months 32% 13% 23%
LBP intensity at baseline (NRS 0–10), median (IQR) 7 (6–8) 7 (5–8) 7 (6–9)
Leg pain intensity at baseline (NRS 0–10), median (IQR) 3 (0–6) 2 (0–4) 2 (0–6)
Previous LBP episodes
0 15% 16% 18%
1–2 24% 35% 30%
3 or more 61% 49% 52%
RMDQ (0–100), median (IQR) 61 (39–78) 52 (35–70) 61 (39–78)
IQR, Interquartile range, RMDQ Roland Morris Disability Questionnaire score (0 = no disability; 100 = complete disability). NRS Numeric Rating Scale
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fluctuating if an individual’s pain intensity exceeded their
mean pain +/− one point on a 0–10 scale, while the LCA-
derived trajectory pattern was labelled ongoing despite
some fluctuations in pain intensity.
Characteristics of fluctuations and episodes
Fluctuations were present in 83% of the sample with a
median of 6 (IQR 2–16) weeks containing deviations of
one point or more from the mean intensity. In the weeks
with fluctuations, the median deviation from the mean
pain intensity was 2.3 (IQR 1.8–3.0) points (range 1.0 to
8.7). Among people in the ‘fluctuating LBP’ subgroups,
82% had at least one fluctuation that deviated two or
more points from the mean, which illustrates that a
change in criteria for fluctuations from +/−1 point to
+/−2 points would not change the classification of most
people in these subgroups.
Pain-free periods of any length were reported by 82%
of people who were not completely pain-free, such
periods occurred a median of 3 (IQR 1–5) times (range
0–15 times) during 43 weeks and lasted a median of 2
(IQR 1–6) weeks (range 1–42). Thirty-four percent of
the pain-free periods lasted only 1 week and 61% lasted
one to 3 weeks. In light of the recommended use of
the threshold of four pain-free weeks as a marker of
separation between episodes, it is noteworthy that the
average pain intensity and number of days with LBP
in the week after a pain-free period did not differ be-
tween pain-free periods that ranged from one week to
>20 weeks (Table 5).
Comparison between episodic and fluctuating LBP
LBP occurred on more days during the week in weeks
with any pain in the fluctuating pain subgroups than in
the episodic subgroups, and pain was also more intense
when present in fluctuating subgroups than in episodic
subgroups (Table 4 and Fig. 4). When comparing the
episodic and fluctuating defined trajectory subgroups
that had the same levels of LBP intensity (severe, moder-
ate, mild, minor), the fluctuating subgroups were signifi-
cantly more distressed at baseline, had more intense leg
pain at baseline, higher levels of activity limitation after
3 months, and more negative expectations about future
LBP after 12 months (Table 6).
The sensitivity analysis revealed that these group dif-
ferences were not altered substantially by considering
LBP to be ‘episodic’ if a pain free period of 2 weeks or
more was present instead of requiring a pain free period
of at least 4 weeks. This change in definition mainly
shifted people from the ‘mild fluctuating subgroup’
(n = 37/113) and ‘minor fluctuating subgroup’ (n = 11/
22) LBP to ‘episodic’ subgroups.
Discussion
In this study, we classified the LBP trajectories of
samples of patients using previously recommended defi-
nitions for defined trajectory subgroups and found that
data from weekly measures of LBP did allow us to cat-
egorise every participant into these subgroup definitions,
which demonstrated that the definitions were readily
applicable to these data. Furthermore, we explored how
Fig. 3 Examples of observed LBP trajectories within each of 16 defined subgroups
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Table 4 Distribution of patients in the defined subgroups
Defined Trajectory
Subgroup
Prevalence (n)
of patients in
the chiropractic
sample (n = 814)
Prevalence (n)
of patients in the
general practice
sample (n = 263)
Posterior probability
of belonging to each
of eight LCA derived
patternsa
Number of days with
pain per week, in weeks
with any LBP, mean (SD)
Pain intensity in
weeks with any
LBP, mean (SD)
Total number of days
with LBP during 43 weeks
(301 days), mean (SD)
Severe ongoing 0.1% (1) 1% (2) Severe ongoing: pp. ≈ 1 6.9 (.16) 8.1 (1.6) 250 (88)
Moderate
ongoing
0.1% (1) 0 Moderate ongoing daily:
pp. ≈ 1
7 (0) 4.2 (0) 301 (0)
Mild ongoing 0.1% (1) 0.4% (1) Moderate ongoing not daily:
pp. = .5
Moderate ongoing daily:
pp. = .5
6.1 (.31) 3.0 (1.1) 200 (76)
Minor ongoing/
recovered
16% (133) 8% (22) Recovery: pp. = .97/Late
recovery: pp. = .18
2.2 (2.1) 1.3 (.4) 2 (22)
Severe fluctuating 2% (15) 11% (28) Severe ongoing: pp. = .77
Moderate ongoing not daily:
pp. = .19
6.1 (1.3) 7.3 (.9) 239 (61)
Moderate
fluctuating
6% (47) 15% (40) Moderate ongoing not daily:
pp. = .57
Moderate ongoing daily:
pp. = .36
5.2 (1.5) 5.1 (.6) 206 (69)
Mild fluctuating 9% (75) 14% (38) Moderate ongoing not daily:
pp. = .62
Moderate ongoing daily:
pp. = .24
Improvement w/ relapse:
pp. = .13
4.0 (1.7) 3.2 (.7) 155 (81)
Minor fluctuating 2% (19) 1% (3) Moderate ongoing not daily:
pp. = .41
Improved w/ relapse:
pp. = .31
Moderate ongoing daily:
pp. = .23
3.9 (2.1) 1.8 (.5) 143 (90)
Severe episodic 24% (196) 28% (74) Mild episodic: pp. = .31
Improvement w/ relapse:
pp. = .25
Slow improvement:
pp. = 0.23
3.3 (1.3) 4.2 (1.2) 51 (44)
Moderate
episodic
16% (127) 14% (36) Mild episodic: pp. = .42
Slow improvement: pp. = .19
Late recovery: pp. = .15
Improvement w/ relapse:
pp. = .11
2.6 (1.2) 3.0 (.7) 29 (28)
Mild episodic 13% (104) 3% (7) Mild episodic: pp. = .40
Late recovery: pp. = .26/
Recovery: pp. = .14
Slow improvement: pp. = .12
1.9 (1.1) 1.9 (.5) 19 (26)
Minor episodic 0.6% (5) 1% (3) Late recovery: pp. = .50/
Recovery: pp. = .25
Improvement w/ relapse:
pp. = .13Mild episodic:
pp. = .12
1.2 (.4) 1 (0) 6 (7)
Severe single
episode
1.8% (15) 1% (3) Recovery: pp. = .87 4.3 (1.9) 6.4 (1.0) 6 (4)
Moderate single
episode
2% (20) 1% (3) Recovery: pp. = .83 /Late
recovery: pp. = .13
2.4 (1.2) 4.4 (.6) 3 (2)
Mild single
episode
6% (46) 1% (3) Recovery: pp. = .55/Late
recovery: pp. = .45
1.8 (1.0) 2.5 (.5) 2 (2)
Minor single
episode
1% (9) 0 Recovery: pp. = .56/Late
recovery: pp. = .44
1.1 (.2) 1 (0) 1 (1)
LCA Latent Class Analysis
aMean probability of patients in the trajectory subgroup belonging to each of the previously identified LCA derived trajectory patterns. Patterns with
posterior probability <0.1 were not listed
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individuals’ classification into defined trajectory sub-
groups matched with their membership of previously
identified LCA-derived trajectory patterns, and the re-
sults showed a strong match for most subgroups.
On the basis of our results, we suggest that the applied
trajectory subgroup definitions might benefit from
further refinement as the trajectories of this sample
seemed to be adequately described by fewer subgroups
than the 16 previously defined. Firstly, because almost
nobody fulfilled the criteria for the ‘ongoing LBP sub-
groups’, at least in this cohort, and secondly, because
very consistent pain intensities may not be substantially
different from pain intensities that fluctuate at the level
of +/− one point on an 11-point scale. Almost all people
in this cohort had these small fluctuations and it is pos-
sible that this just reflects measurement error [21]. The
question of what magnitude of fluctuations is a useful
differentiator from those people experiencing constant
levels of pain remains to be investigated, but ‘ongoing’
and ‘fluctuating’ subgroups might be collectively consid-
ered to be ‘ongoing LBP with or without fluctuations’.
Also, we observed that subgroups with minor LBP and
subgroups with single episodes should probably be
considered one subgroup. In contrast, the value of
distinguishing between fluctuating and episodic LBP was
clearly supported by the observation that episodic LBP
was more benign (less intense and fewer days of LBP per
week, less distress, and less activity limitation) than fluc-
tuating LBP, and people with episodic LBP had more
positive expectations about future LBP than people with
fluctuating LBP. However, the large subgroup of ‘severe
episodic’ pain was somewhat heterogeneous and people
in that group who reported very few days with LBP may
fit better with the ‘single episodes’ subgroups.
We defined episodic pain as LBP recurring after a
period of at least four pain-free weeks, which was based
on previous recommendations [19, 20]. We found that
LBP reoccurring after pain-free periods of four or more
weeks was no different from LBP reoccurring after one
Fig. 4 LBP intensity and frequency in the LBP trajectory subgroups in weeks when any LBP was reported
Table 5 LBP intensity and frequency in the first week following
a pain-free period of from 1 to 20+ weeks
Duration of pain-free
period, weeks
Mean (SD) pain
intensity in the first
week after a pain-free
period, 0–10 NRS
Mean (SD) number
of days with LBP in
the first week after
a pain-free period
n
1 3.35 (1.9) 2.37 (1.5) 948
2 3.32 (1.8) 2.26 (1.4) 479
3 3.43 (1.9) 2.31 (1.5) 305
4 3.30 (1.8) 2.05 (1.4) 192
5 3.33 (1.8) 2.22 (1.5) 153
6 3.49 (1.9) 2.34 (1.6) 132
7 3.35 (2.0) 2.11 (1.3) 104
8 3.36 (2.1) 2.27 (1.6) 67
9 3.48 (2.1) 2.28 (1.5) 69
10–15 3.32 (1.9) 2.48 (1.8) 243
15–20 3.71 (2.1) 2.45 (1.6) 100
>20 3.67 (2.0) 3.19 (2.1) 228
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to 3 weeks and in that sense, our data do not provide
support for four pain-free weeks indicating an empirically
distinct threshold. However, it should also be noted that
our data also did not suggest that shorter or longer pain-
free periods would provide a better definition of ‘episodic’,
and it is noteworthy that when using the recommended
definition of four or more weeks, the ‘episodic subgroups’
were distinctly different on other pain characteristics from
non-episodic LBP subgroups, which adds support to their
construct validity. Across subgroups, most people had pe-
riods without pain and therefore short-lasting reports of
being pain-free do not appear to be a suitable basis for
defining recovery from LBP.
Demonstrating that the previously suggested defined
trajectory subgroups can be applied to data and that all
trajectories in this cohort could be unambiguously clas-
sified suggests that it is practical to use these definitions
to identify LBP trajectory subgroups in new cohorts.
The availability of operationally defined subgroups that
allow the classification of trajectories of individuals,
establishes a potential method for directly comparing
the trajectory subgroups across cohorts without the need
for the statistical identification of latent classes in each
cohort. Furthermore, the development of exact criteria
for defined trajectory subgroups may allow identification
of homogenous LBP subgroups, for example, as an in-
clusion criterion for intervention studies. However, this
would require that the LBP trajectory of individuals
could be established prior to inclusion or that people are
able to identify what trajectory subgroup they belong to
based on recall [22].
For further refinement of the criteria for defined
trajectory subgroups, it would be useful to explore if
ongoing and fluctuating LBP are substantially different
or could be considered one type of pain variation. This
would require cohorts with a higher prevalence of on-
going LBP. One aspect of this is that we need better
insight into what magnitude of pain fluctuations may be
of importance. We operationalised the definition of fluc-
tuations as a deviation of +/−1 point from the mean.
This small variation may actually simply be ‘noise’ or
measurement error. However, eight in ten people with
these small fluctuations also had larger variations in pain
Table 6 Comparison of patients with fluctuating and episodic
LBP trajectory patterns
Fluctuating Episodic
Mean distress at baseline (SD)
Severe* 17.6 (8.8) 9.4 (7.8)
Moderate* 13.0 (9.3) 7.7 (6.9)
Mild* 8.8 (7.8) 6.1 (5.6)
Minor (NS) 8.6 (7.3) 7.8 (.8)
Mean leg pain intensity at baseline (SD)
Severe* 5.9 (3.1) 2.7 (3.0)
Moderate* 3.5 (3.0) 2.5 (2.8)
Mild* 3.3 (3.0) 1.9 (2.4)
Minor (NS) 2.1 (2.3) 2.9 (3.2)
Mean activity limitation at 3-month follow-up (SD)
Severe* 61.6 (19.3) 19.8 (21.8)
Moderate* 49.5 (24.1) 10.3 (13.8)
Mild* 29.6 (21.5) 6.1 (8.2)
Minor (NS) 19.9 (22.7) 7.6 (15.2)
Expectations of future LBP at 12-month follow-up (%)
Severe* n = 27 n = 235
No future LBP 0 7%
Episodic mild 0 53%
Ongoing mild 7% 9%
Episodic – varying intensity 11% 24%
Ongoing – varying intensity 37% 2%
Episodic severe 19% 5%
Ongoing severe 26% 0
Moderate* n = 72 n = 146
No future LBP 1% 12%
Episodic mild 15% 67%
Ongoing mild 31% 5%
Episodic – varying intensity 22% 14%
Ongoing – varying intensity 22% 2%
Episodic severe 8% 0
Ongoing severe 0 0
Mild* n = 80 n = 134
No future LBP 3% 18%
Episodic mild 25% 62%
Ongoing mild 29% 8%
Episodic – varying intensity 33% 11%
Ongoing – varying intensity 6% 0
Episodic severe 3% 1%
Ongoing severe 3% 0
Minor (NS) n = 20 n = 13
No future LBP 5% 8%
Episodic mild 50% 85%
Table 6 Comparison of patients with fluctuating and episodic
LBP trajectory patterns (Continued)
Ongoing mild 20% 0
Episodic – varying intensity 15% 8%
Ongoing – varying intensity 5% 0
Episodic severe 5% 0
Ongoing severe 0 0
*p < .01
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intensity (at least +/−2 points from the mean). Also,
additional studies should investigate if the subgroups of
‘minor LBP’ and ‘single episode LBP’ are generally expe-
rienced differently by people or could also be considered
one phenotype. This may include looking at single epi-
sodes of LBP lasting more than 2 weeks, as these were
grouped as ‘episodic LBP’ using the current definitions.
While there is appeal in operationalising one fixed ap-
proach to trajectory subgrouping, the level of detail
needed to differentiate between subgroups may not be
the same for all purposes. For example, there may be dif-
ferent requirements if studying trajectory subgroups as
potential treatment effect modifiers than if using the
subgroups for patient education [8]. Furthermore, there
is a need for determining if there is a useful way to apply
modified subgroup definitions if data is collected less
frequently than weekly.
The strengths of this study were the availability of
weekly collected data about both LBP intensity and fre-
quency in two different patient samples [13]. Also, it was
advantageous that the LCA-derived trajectory patterns
had been identified in the samples before the subgroup
definitions were made, as the choice of a LCA model in-
volves some subjective decisions. In contrast, it may be a
weakness that the LCA patterns identified from these
samples were included in one of the nine studies that in-
formed the development of the subgroups definitions,
but due to the number of studies, this is likely to have
not been a large influence [8]. One limitation of this
study was that only people with relatively complete data
were classified, as we excluded the 13% of the cohort
who had many missing values. We did so because these
could not be unambiguously subgrouped without imput-
ing data and, in this initial study, we opted to use only
observed data. Depending on the purpose of subgroup-
ing, imputation may be appropriate. We chose to
exclude data from the first 9 weeks after care- seeking to
make the results more widely relevant and to reduce the
number of defined trajectory subgroups that were
explored. However, for some purposes, the inclusion of
early change patterns could be relevant and could be ap-
plied by using similar principles to those presented here.
Conclusion
This study was the first to demonstrate that suggested def-
initions of LBP trajectory subgroups can be readily applied
to individuals’ observed data resulting in subgroups that
match well with LCA-derived trajectory patterns. We sug-
gest that the number of trajectory subgroups can be re-
duced by merging some subgroups with infrequent and
mild LBP. Further, we suggest that minor fluctuations in
pain intensity might be conceptualised as ‘ongoing LBP’.
Lastly, we found clear support for distinguishing between
fluctuating and episodic LBP.
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